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Safety Instructions
The system may only be plugged into a socket with separate ground. Do not disconnect this
ground, either at the socket, or by using an ungrounded extension cable.
If you suspect the system to be in any way unsafe, unplug and prevent any possible accidental
usage. Contact your nearest service centre.
Before switching on this apparatus make sure that it is connected to the correct mains voltage.
Do not remove any cover or allow any metal objects to enter the ventilation slits.
Disconnect from mains before removing any covers. Refer servicing to qualified personnel.
Do not use in potentially explosive surroundings.
The fuses are located in the power socket on the rear side of the control unit.
Do not attempt to change a fuse without first unplugging from the mains. Only replace a fuse
with the correct type. Never try to bypass a fuse.
Make sure the ventilation slits in the control unit are not covered and that air can freely
circulate. Blocking the slits can lead to overheating which could cause a fire.

Notes on equipment safety
The vibration isolation system AVI-400M has been designed, manufactured and tested to
conform to the safety regulations for measurement- and control-equipment
DIN EN 61010-1 (IEC 1010-1) and satisfies the relevant requirements of EEC Directive 73/23.
The system conforms to EEC Directive 89/336 (electro-magnetic compatibility).
The operator should read this manual which contains important warnings and information.

Accessories
1 Hex Key 2mm
1 Spanner 10mm
1 Power Cable
4 D-Sub 15 Cables
1 Instruction Manual
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General
Figure 1

This moderately priced dynamic vibration isolation system achieves in a very small volume
better isolation than is possible with the biggest and most expensive passive systems. Inertial
feedback is used via electromagnetic transducers to provide not only isolation from building
vibrations, but also isolation from vibration sources placed on the system itself. This means, for
example, that a delicate microscope isolated by the system will remain at rest despite forces
being applied via the operator's hands.
The inherent stiffness of the system, typically 500 times greater than that of a 1 Hz resonance
passive isolator, imparts excellent directional and positional stability.
The lack of any low frequency resonance, a resonance which plagues all passive systems,
allows the systems to be stacked for super-isolation in severe environments.
Applications include use as a standard stable table for loads of 0-800kg as illustrated in Figure
1. The system is ideal for supporting delicate Fabry-Perot interferometers and tunnelmicroscopes, allowing the ultimate performance to be achieved from these and other high
resolution instruments. The tables have also proved to be extremely successful for supporting
sensitive experiments, such as the troughs for liquids used in measurements on LangmuirBlodgett films.

AVI-400M is an adaptable system consisting of two modules each measuring approximately
720x190x114mm (LxWxH). Each module by itself isolates against vertical and horizontal
translations and against rotations about one horizontal axis. The combination of two modules
isolates against all six possible translational and rotational vibrations. The modules cannot be
used separately.
Isolation of the standard AVI-400M system begins at about 2Hz, increasing rapidly to at least
35dB beyond 10Hz. This system offers excellent isolation in the typical laboratory environment.
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AVI-400M Control Unit
The control unit provides the power, and houses the power amplifiers for driving the modules.
Typically power consumption is less than 10W, rising to 100W (140 VA) in extreme
environments. The control unit has a universal input which may be connected to any AC power
point between 115 and 230V ±10%.
32 LEDs indicate overload condition in input and output stages
Figure 2

Optimum Support Surface
To obtain the optimum performance from the system it must be supported on a surface which
is as rigid as possible. The best possible is to put AVI-400M directly on the floor. However for
most applications this will not be practical, and some support structure will be required to bring
the system to a convenient operating height. Most simple table structures will be rigid enough
vertically, but will leave much to be desired horizontally. The addition of diagonal struts
between the table legs can improve the situation dramatically.
It is good to bear in mind that any support structure will follow the building vibrations exactly up
to some certain cut off frequency at which point the structure goes into resonance and
amplifies the vibration amplitudes. A good structure will have its lowest resonance frequency
well above 100Hz.
It is an unfortunate fact of life that the amplitudes of the vertical vibrations of the building
(dominantly bending modes of the floor) are largest in the centre of the floor, where for
convenience most experiments are situated!
Since the table AVI-400M is quite small a possible location may be on a shelf attached to a
building pillar. Good braces will be required to support the shelf. This location has the
advantage that the vertical vibrations of the building will be very much reduced.
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Choice of Table Top
The table top must be sufficiently stiff to prevent a relative rotation of the two isolation units
about their long horizontal axes. A honeycomb breadboard or an aluminium plate 30mm thick
will give best results, but stone plates or even solid wooden boards may be used. For the
positions of the attachment holes, see the drilling plan at the end of this document.
The normal orientation of the isolation units is as shown in Figure 1. It does not matter whether
the cable connections are towards the inside or the outside, however pay particular attention to
the correct attachment of the table top as discussed below.
Note that it is also possible to attach the isolation units directly to the supported equipment. In
this case a rigid mounting is absolutely essential. We will be happy to advise you on the best
mounting method.
Figure 3
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Attaching Table Top
Lower the table top gently into position and slide until the attachment holes in the table top
align with the holes in the isolation units. Attach each unit securely with 6 M6 bolts. These bolts
should not extend by more than 10mm below the lower surface of the table top.
Do not under any circumstances be tempted merely to rest the table top on the isolation
units. This is guaranteed to give poor results.
It may happen that it is inconvenient to put bolts through the table top. In this case it is
admissible to use an intermediate plate between units and table top. The intermediate plate
should be at least 5mm thick and must be attached in the usual manner to the isolation units.
The table top is then attached by screwing upwards through the intermediate plate into the
lower surface of the top plate.
If you use this option please note that it is absolutely essential to place grease between
the intermediate plate and the table top - failure to do so may result in oscillations
between these two plates which will prevent the system from operating.
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Adjustment for Change of Load
Each unit of AVI-400M can be adjusted to accommodate loads in the range 0 to 400kg. For
any setting the load may be varied +/- 30Kg without having to reset the adjustments.

Fig 1

Fig 2

To expose the adjustment nuts, remove the
end covers by undoing the screws shown in
Fig 1 (2mm hex key).

Under load the upper gap and the lower
gap shown in fig. 2 should be
approximately equal. (It is however not
essential that the gaps be equal - either
gap may be as small as 0.5mm without
affecting normal operation, but a small
subsequent change of load might cause
the unit to move against the stop).

Fig 3

Fig 4

If an adjustment is needed turn the M6 nuts
using the spanner provided. Adjust both
springs equally. Moving the spanner to the
left raises the units.

Do not turn the nuts too far or you may
damage the units. Under no circumstances
should the gap indicated in fig. 4 be greater
than 10mm.
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Operation
When operating the system for the first time, set the front panel isolation switch to OFF (red
knob out). Switch on the power. The power indicator lamp will now light and the 8 display LEDs
in the lower block will briefly flicker. The yellow enable LED will flash on and off at about 2 Hz.
If severe vibrations are present or if you place your hand on the table top, some or all of the
LEDs will flicker.
About 30 seconds after switching on the power, you may push the isolation switch to ON
position (red knob in).The yellow LED will now stay permanently on, indicating that the
system is isolating.
Place a hand gently on the table top. Probably one or more LEDs in the upper block will come
on, indicating an overload. Learn how much force may be applied without causing an overload.
If you now apply a lot of force to the table top, all overload lamps will come on and the
isolation indicator lamp will flash for a few seconds, indicating that the system is temporarily
no longer isolating until the overload is removed (standby mode).
After removing the overload, the isolation lamp should come on again, and the system begins
to isolate. Some overload LEDs may come on and persist for a few seconds. Even during this
stage the system is isolating - but at reduced gain. After a severe overload the system may
take half a minute to reach full isolation, but normally only a few seconds is required.

NOTE: In normal use the isolation switch may be left in the ON position (red knob in). On
switching on the power, the yellow lamp will at first flash, indicating the system is in the
standby mode. After about 30 seconds the lamp stops flashing and stays on, indicating that
the system is now isolating.

Test of Support Surface
With the system operating, push on the support surface. The overload lamps should not light
up except possibly for a severe push. If the lamps can easily be made to light up, then the
support surface is not sufficiently rigid to obtain full performance. Ascertain whether the
support surface reacts more to horizontal or vertical forces and try to stiffen the structure
appropriately.
Note that the system will operate on any support surface, but a soft structure resonantly
amplifies certain building vibration frequencies and these will therefore be less
effectively isolated.
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BNC Output Jack (Diagnostic Signal)
The rear panel BNC socket gives a multiplexed output showing the signals from all 8
accelerometers. To view this signal on an oscilloscope, set the time base to 20msec and the
sensitivity to 1V.
On using the system for the first time it is strongly recommended that you observe this signal,
with the isolation switch both ON and OFF - it gives a good impression of how well the system
is operating.
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Optional Modulation Input
To setup the system please note that the isolation-units MUST be placed with the cable
sockets facing each other as shown below.
Three BNC inputs, V, H1 and H2 can be provided to allow small vibrations to be introduced
into the stabilised table for equipment testing, etc. The directions of these axes are shown
below.
CABLES
H2

H1

Care must be exercised when using these inputs to prevent overloading - an overload will not
damage the system but produces unwanted table movements. Keep the input signal below
about 5Vpp.
An input at any of the BNC rear panel sockets produces a vibration in the appropriate axis.
The velocity is approximately constant in the frequency range 2-100Hz. More than one axis
may be excited simultaneously.
For a 1 Vpp signal: Velocity
Displacement
Acceleration

approx. 15µm/sec
approx. 1/ω x 15µm
approx. ω x 15µm /sec2

It is advisable to monitor the display signal on the Diagnostic out BNC while modulating to
check correct operation. The signal when viewed with a time scale of 20ms/div should appear
as below:
V

H1

H2

Note: Pure excitations as indicated here will only occur for frequencies less than about 30Hz.
For signal frequencies greater than 30Hz some mixing of the excitation axes will occur
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Installation Checklist
Switch on power.
Isolation off

Power LED should
come on?

no

Check power connection.
Check fuses in the power
socket on the rear panel

yes

Input LEDs
should go out and light
if table touched?

no

If LEDs continually flicker
severe vibration level or
forgotten to release transit
screws. If LEDs stay on,
system probably damaged

yes

no
Switch Isolation on.
All LEDs off?

If LEDs do not go out, the
vibration level is too high, or
system may be damaged, or
cables and/or pumping lines
to load are too stiff

yes

Push on load
-vertically, horizontally
Well damped reaction
at rear panel BNC?

no
Refer to qualifiied
personel

yes

yes
Push on top
of frame ~50N. Horiz.
LEDs come on?

no

System ok

Frame too soft
or not sitting well.
Push at bottom. LEDs
still come on?

no
Frame too soft.
Use diagonal braces

yes

Feet not secure. Adjust and
tighten. Remove carpet
if present.
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Troubleshooting

AVI-400M

no
Is table floating?

Adjust all springs, see
page 7 in the Instruction
Manual

yes

no
Is framework sitting
firmly?

Adjust and tighten feet.
Set on solid floor

yes

Are cables and
pumping lines flexible
enough?

no

Secure to frame and/or
floor with free-hanging
loops.

yes

The System is
ready to go
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Specifications AVI-400M
AVI-400M, a compact modular dynamic antivibration system offering isolation against all six
translational and rotational vibrations.

Isolation:

dynamic 1Hz to 200 Hz, passive beyond 200 Hz.

Transmissibility:

see transmission curve.
Above 10 Hz transmissibility <0.017 decreasing rapidly
beyond 100 Hz, depending on load.

Correction Forces:

maximum 4N horizontally, 8N vertically

System Noise:

less than 50nG/√Hz from 0.1 - 200Hz in any direction

Static Load:

minimum 0kg maximum 400kg on each unit

Static Compliance:

approx. 3.5µm/N vertically, 7µm/N horizontally

Control Unit
Safety Class:

1

Power Consumption:

typically 20W, maximum 100 W (140 VA)

Input Voltage:

115-230V AC ±10%, 50-60Hz

Fuses:

2 x 1.6A/250V slow. Located in the power socket on the rear
side of the control unit.

Overload Indication:

32 LEDs indicate overload condition in input and output
stages.

Monitor Signal:

A multiplexed signal for display on oscilloscope shows
vibration levels with and without isolation.

Size of a single unit:

720x190x115mm. (LxWxH)

Material:

Solid aluminium 2-3cm thick, or honeycomb material.
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Transmissibility
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Dimensions
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